
Specialty Retail Point of Sale Solution

One major pain point I experienced with 
other POS systems prior to Revel was the 
cost in resources. I used to have staff that 
would spend hours pulling spreadsheets 
together to get the information that we 
needed. To eliminate that cost, have real 
time data, and know that the integrity of 
the data is free of human error was a key 
deciding factor for me.

Dave Moore | Originals Burger Co



Revel is the leading feature-rich platform for all retail establishment 
types, integrating all purchasing channels into your Point of Sale. 
Revel’s ecosystem is designed to help you increase revenue, improve 
efficiency, and delight customers; it makes operating  your business 
easier and the customer checkout experience seamless.

Process orders faster than hardware intensive, server-based legacy 
POS systems with Revel’s cloud-based infrastructure. Manage high 
volume sales without slowdown, all while ensuring customer data 
security and maintaining PCI compliance.

Fully customize your Point of Sale and platform with countless direct 
and third party integrations for optimal performance. Understand 
what’s happening in your business with Revel’s real-time reporting, 
where you can analyze operational performance to guide strategic 
business-boosting decisions

A Powerful Platform for Your Retail Establishment



What Sets Revel Apart

Security
Process payments securely using 
validated point-to-point encryption 
(P2PE). Built by a Compliance expert, Revel’s 
ecosystem is at the forefront of payment 
security standards, ensuring that business 
and customer data are fully protected at all 
times.

Always On Mode

Keep business flowing smoothly with 
Revel’s true hybrid cloud / local 
architecture. This unique configuration 
allows for uninterrupted performance during 
internet slowdown or complete service 
disruption.

Inventory Tracking

Track your inventory in real-time so you 
know what to reorder and when. Revel 
updates inventory count for you, sends 
automatic stock alerts and generates purchase 
orders so you’re always stocked.

Customer Relationship Management

Gain valuable insight about your 
customers, from their favorite menu 
items, order history, and preferences all 
through CRM, helping you better prepare 
to meet their needs in the future. 
Automatically pull up customer profiles 
before ringing up orders over the phone with 
Revel’s Caller ID integration.

Employee Management

Create team schedules and designate specific 
user permissions w thin t he management 
console. With labor forecasting reports, 
identify peak business hours and schedule 
to meet demand more accurately. 
Automatically process payroll when 
employees use the POS to clock in and out.

Intelligent Reporting

Maintain total control of your business with 
Revel’s full suite of intelligent reports. 
From sales summaries to product mix 
reports to labor, identify how your business 
is performing in real-time across all channels. 
Easily compare to past performance, so you 
can ensure you’re staying on track.

Kiosks and Mobile Order Takers

Accelerate speed of service and enhance 
the customer experience with labor-saving 
technology that helps cut lines and reduce 
wait time. With Revel, you can delight 
your customers by letting them place their 
own orders for quick checkout or by 
providing service from anywhere in 
the restaurant.



Winery
Track your pours easily so you know what and 
when to restock. Ensure customers 
have the best tasting experience with 
CRM integration. Let customers continue 
their experience at home and meet wine-
specific shipping regulations with the 
integrated Ship Compliant.

Convenience Store
Meet customer needs 24/7 while keeping track 
of every item in your store. Simplify inventory 
management with real-time inventory 
tracking and detailed product mix reports. 

Drive-Thru
Speed business through your drive-thru with 
face-to-face video. Personalize the drive-
thru experience and deliver a premium 
brand experience that customers will 
never forget.

Stadium and Events 
Keep fans moving through merchandise quickly 
and concession lines even during fast-paced, high-
volume periods with lightening fast processing 
and Revel’s Always On Mode. Maintain total 
control of the entire operation with critical, up-to-
the-minute reporting.

Food Truck
Hit the road and give your customers the best 
experience, even on the go. Keep tabs on your 
mobile operation with ingredient-level inventory 
and real-time reporting. Easily update customers 
about your current and future whereabouts with 
Revel’s social media integration.

Deli
Cater to heavy traffic quickly and efficiently. 
Display your mouth watering options with 
engaging digital menu displays. Make informed 
business decisions with ingredient-level inventory 
management and detailed real-time reporting 
insights.

Coffee Shop
Simplify the daily grind with Revel’s all-in-
one solution. Ring up customers 
quickly, easily, and accurately with 
custom combos and modifiers. 
Ingredient-level inventory makes sure you 
know what to restock and when.

Pizza
Provide a top-notch pizza night, 
regardless of whether your customers are 
dining in, taking out, or ordering delivery. 
Stay ahead of the rush by easily 
generating orders when repeat customers 
visit or call in, and ensure food arrives hot 
with robust delivery management tools.

Specialty Retail 

Increase efficiency and maximize customer 
satisfaction with integrated food-safe scales and 
multiple tare values, ensuring delightfully quick 
service. Mix in features like loyalty programs and 
gift cards to keep customers coming back.

Retail Establishments Supported by 
Revel iPad POS



A Feature-Rich Ecosystem Designed to Get Down to Business
Revel is the premiere choice for any 
retail establishment because it’s 
more than just a Point of Sale; Revel 
is an enterprise-grade business 
management platform that offers 
owners and operators total control 
over all the moving parts of the 
operation. 

No other point of sale matches the 
number of features or integrations of 
Revel’s platform. From payments and 
eCommerce to CRM and employee 
management, Revel offers the tools 
you need and the partnership 
integrations you desire to run the 
business you want, as you see fit.



Why You Should Choose Revel 
& North Country Business 
Products
NCBP has partnered with Revel to offer you the most 
comprehensive end-to-end POS and platform available, providing 
the robust functionality you need to operate and monitor your 
retail establishment, while maintaining an intuitive interface that 
makes it easy to use for managers, employees, and customers 
alike.

Let's Connect! 

Solutions@ncbpinc.com
800.937.4140




